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Previous CIA undercover operative Chase Brandon needs us deep into the mystery of Cryptos, a
work of art containing a seemingly uncrackable code, in The Cryptos Conundrum. A fifteen-foot-
tall steel sculpture stands in the courtyard of the Central Cleverness Company, emblazoned with

a note that no-one can decipher. Threats which have formed our country's past, present, and
upcoming. Jonathan S. Dr.One man knows exactly what the statue's message says--because he
created it.If Chalmers can't conserve us, nobody may.and planning its consequences. He alone
knows the full story of the threats that encounter America. Threats that would terrify us if we
understood them. The three-inch-high letters on the sculpture form a coded message that is

central to the survival of mankind--a message hidden in plain view, displayed in a open public
space, with the entire text available to anyone who has an web connection. Threats which have
become his life's work, requiring all his talents, all his energy, and also the lives of users of his

family. Chalmers heads a CIA unit tasked with made up of the greatest secret our federal
government has ever kept? Former CIA operative Chase Brandon tells a high-intensity, cosmic

tale which will leave readers breathless.
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Started out pretty good, but... ...it quickly got terrible. The vagueness of this first interaction
fooled me for a while, though, and I believed it was still going to be pretty great, it doesn't matter
how silly this little twist seemed. I started to think it had been pretty bad when he first meets
with the supernatural whatever on the battlefield, which really is a shame because that's the
second I was waiting for for the first many chapters! However, as the details begun to flesh, it
became obvious that this book was going to suck.I am approximately half-way through the
reserve and the chapters are also shorter than ever, about 1-2 pages long. Everyone is talking in
this super-armed service speak and accomplishing nothing at all, but doing so very quickly with
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military efficiency. Here IT REALLY IS: THE COMPLETE Truth and ONLY the Truth! I believe
we've gotten all the detail we are going to obtain about the alien presence (in fact it is vague)
and all of those other book will probably be this fast-action / nothing at all happening pace.
After hearing concerning this book in a UFO presentation, I decided to choose the Kindle
version. Not near as much curiosity there. I've been stuck dead in the centre for 2 weeks today
and whenever I examine a little bit of it, I hate it and just surface finish the chapter and put it
away and open up a different book rather.The author pulled quite a feat here. This is actually the
book for the individual who asks the issue, "I'd want to know what the government is actually up
to now-a-days. The early part of the book is better. I don't read very much fiction nowadays. As a
SciFi tale, it is only okay. The problem is, I believe, there isn't much tale there. Whatever story is
there he is trying to reveal through the actions of the boring, tight-lipped military realism. If you
are buying for the SciFi tale, don't bother. I am confident this is said to be exciting that people
are scrambling around attempting to find stuff out. He should have eased up on these details
and focused even more on the story. I couldn't place it down. It's fairly clear what turns the writer
on, though: authenticity. The later part, which deals with future events in quite lacking.I'm not
sure if I can get through the rest of this crappy book.And as a leaking of UFO releated
occasions, not that great either. Thanks. You'll experience better about the publication if you
already have some understanding of UFO lore.In case you are buying for the SciFi component,
don't bother.If you want to learn about some interesting encounters, go through "Encounters
with Star People" by Ardy Clarke.... He tried so difficult to portray WWI's horrors as realistically as
feasible and throughout the rest of the story he is trying so very difficult to provide the CIA and
military chain of control as realistically as possible. Good Read..mostly speculative science."
Going back into period before period and ending way after period has come to a close, that is
one of the most remarkable achievements of contemporary "conspiracy/extraterrestrial"
literature. The truth is that most "normal" folks have to be gradually acclimated from what is
actually happening over the last 100+ years with the meteoric rise of man and technology.
Fictional tales, books, film, games, etc. all play their part. As the first quote in the reserve says,
"Truth is normally hard to tell, it occasionally needs fiction to make it plausible" is actually the
foundation of the reserve. Chase takes you on a wild trip in trying to show the tale.. But beware,
also that truth is a little nebulous to totally discern even though you know how to read between
the lines.but be careful.it's peppered with the requisite disinformation always necessary to help
to make the tale have all the plausible deniability it requires (at least on the top)... Sure, it had to
be tweaked, but in the event that you read between your lines, all the secrets are there.. I found
the book offering a digestable and somewhat fresh perspective in telling of the tale that
therefore many of us curently have come to suspect is present since the truth began to congeal
in our collective unconscious in 1947. Kudos. Five Stars A very enjoyable journey by a credible
author. It held my attention throughout. The book has become extremely boring and stupid
suddenly, as if it really is said to be the action-packed area of the story. It's time to grow up and
learn what's really heading on behind the scenes. For all those that follow the trail of breads
crumbs seeking answers of where civilization, and the survival of man, is heading (and why) the
Cryptos Conundrum is normally for you. He began with great promise and quickly flushed the
whole thing down the toilet. But I enjoy try and find out and know very well what "they" might
actually know about "what really is going on" and who the wizard(s) are behind the curtain in
this property called Oz. It provides gotten bad testimonials by covert operatives who don't need
you to learn the truth. It will scare you to loss of life. But you said you wanted to know. Five Stars
Interesting. If you are "really" thinking about UFO's go ahead and get it. Three Stars ok Great



book! Well written and thought provoking. I agree with a lot of various other reveiwers that the
publication lacks a lot of depth. Great reserve!
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